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Divergence and Vorticity in the Rocky Mountain Plateau Circulation

Sumner Barr

Los Alamos National Laboratory

I. Introduction

Mountainous regions cf major areal extent have the potential to produce

systematic regional circulattong with day to night reversalo. Wring the day

the elevated land mass absorbs solar energy and serves as a warm opot ralative

to the surrounding air at the same altitude. This creates a general low level

convergence into the area of elevatc,ltopography. At night, cooling at ground

level reverses the thermal circulation to outflow from the high ground. ‘The

pattern of convective cloudinene that forme during the day over ❑ountainous

areas in summertime aerveo to ●nhance the effect. Release of J.atantheat in

the cloud-formingcondensation procesges during the day warmrn the atmosphere

above the mountains. Similarly, evaporative coolinfloccurs in this area at

niflht. Tang nnd Reiter (1W4) founi,evidence of thin diurnally varying Plateau

circulation over the magaive arid high Tibetan plateau. Reiter and Tang (1984)

seport a similar pattarn over the Rocky Mountains In the Summer season. In the

other aeanonH of the year tha effect 1s ewamped by migratory synoptic scale

circulation features. Reiter ~nd Tang develop the 850 mh Reopotential height

pattern by upward hydroatatlc ndjuntmmnt

in the mountain went. They perfotmed the

perioda between 1975 and 1982. They

%hourly intervals throughout the diurnal

of surface preasurem from 44 stations

analyeim on a record of 9even July

prasent tha 850 mh height fields for
.

nmriod.
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Figure 1 ohme etreamlinea ●etimated from Reiter and Tang-o Figure 2 by

E$Imply adopting a 45° croaa Isobar wind. Figure la repreeento the time of

maximum outflow and lb the time of maximum convergence. The reversing wind

patterne described In Fig. 1 have helped explain some otherwise ❑ysterious wind

soundings. For example, Barr and Clementa (1981) present data on a 1.5 km deep

layer of vigorous eaaterly wind over the Piceance Basin of Western Colorado

during two nig!]tswhen conventional analyses all suggested weak southwesterly

flow. Fig. 2 nhows the temporal trand of low level wind directions at the

Piceance Ilaainsite compared with winds derived from Reiter and Tang-s pressure

analyses. Roth reflect a fairly rapid evening transition from westerly to

easterly. Differences in timing aren”t too important considering that the

Reiter-Tang pressure fields are baaed on an enaemhle while the Piceance Flasin

ohservatlona are for partic.alarnights.

Based on evidence similar to that described above and the enormous

practical implications of a systematic plateau circulation in the Rocky

Mountatn reuions of Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico and Utah, collaborators fr~

Colorado State University and Los Alamca National Laboratory designed an

experimental program to observe evidence of the plateau circulation directly in

the wind field. An array of 13 wind and temperature aensore were deployed at

expoaecllocations on mountain peaks from Stanmhoat SprinRe, CO south to Santa

Fe, NM and weet to i;randMena, CO. The object nf the ntudy was to place tbs

ncnnora at exposed IocaLions out of 10CR1 drninnRe windn and, hopefully tree of

10CRI aerodynamic recitcul~ttonnno that they would respond to ~h~ Inrger HrnSF

plntenu circulation winds. The mountain peake ware used as very unll ptoxy

towers. In thin way some hypotheses on the existence and properties of the

Rocky Mountain plateau ctrcul~tion could be testad continuously rlurinR n two
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❑onth period of expected maximum influence. The cost for this deployment was a

small fraction of the cost to maintain an ,mrray of upper al r soundings.

Positive results from this relatively Inexpensive experi~nt can be used to

juetify a more elaborate array of soundings. Mtails of the Rocky Mountain

Peak Experiment (RCUIPEX)are described by Sheaffer (1986).

This paper describes an effort at empirical analysia of the available

RO?4PEXwind data vi;h ●mphaaia on the divergence and vorticity magnitudes and,

in a few caaes, patterns.

11. Estimates of the llagnitudeof the Plateau Circulation

It 1s instructive to estimate the magnitudes of the pressure gradient

Forces and the resulting wind fields in erder to look for consistencies with

the Reiter and Tang analyses and to see Iiowthe plat:au circulation compares

with synoptic influences on the wind and pressure fields. Uhiteman and McKee

(1Q78) and Whiteman (1981, 1982) report the reaulta of three-hourly temperature

aoundingm up to 6 km MSL over several locattons in the Gilorado Rockies. They

Show a deep convective boundary layer in the mummer f~’om2 to 4 km above the

main Rocky Mountain “plateau” (2 km MSL). At night n d~ep stable layer

develops to mltitudea MS high nn 2 km above the plateau. Based on a summary of

warm scasou snundtngn, we have constructed a crude conceptual model of the

relative heating and cooling above the plsteau relative to the ntmonphere above

the fiurroundtnflplainn. Fin. 7 nhown schematically the evolution of

temperature profiles during the day and the euhaequent night. An ambient
.

tropospheric potential temperature profile of +3°C per km la imposed. This

compares with the ntnndarrlntmonphare nnd in reflactad In many of the ohaerved
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profiles. If the boundary layer over the plaina does not exceed the 2 km

height of the plateau, then we may ●xamine perturbations to the ambient profile

created in the boundary layer over the plateau. The convective boundary layer

creates a shallow auperadiabatic layer beneath a zone of constant potential

temperature, the top of which is detemined by the intertaectionof the ambient

profile with the selected isentrope. Typical daytime warning leads to an

average increase in potential temperature of 2 to 3°C over a layer 2 to 3 km in

depth. Rydroetatic estimates of pressure at the height of the plateau eurface

are on the order of a few mb lower over the warm plateau than over the plaina

at the same height, assuming no pressure differential at 6 km MSL. Nighttime

cooling over the plateau creates a similar plateau-plain pressure differential

of about 2 mb. This pattern agreea very well with the contours of the R50 mb

surface analyzed hy Reiter and TanR.

We are further interested in the wind apeed that results froll a 2 ❑b

preeeure difference over the approximately 500 km radius of the Rocky Mountain

plateau. Recognizing that even though we are dealing with a temporally

evolving boundary layer flow on a relatively small scale, the simplicity 01 the

geoetrophic approximation 1s irresistible and the approximation wfll produce

the expected order of maunitude of the winde. Suhetituting into Ug = ~P/an the
~

values 210 Pa over % 105m, p 5 1 kg/m3 and f - ,94XH3-4 ~-1 yields

%
= 4.5 mls. AccxmlntinR for Ekman layer reduction in epeed aa well as the

fnct that throuKhodt meat of the day the driving force la evolving and haa a

maRnitude len~ than the til~ximt(lm, w cmn nuggent that the plateau circulation

has speode of M few meters per mecond.
●
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We can go one step further and estimate the expected vorticity and

divergence from the wind field estimated in thfs section. Assuming a

croea-isobar flow angle of 45°, a reasonable value for the lower boundary layer

over rough terrain, and a net velocity of 3 m/s, we can evaluate equations (1)

and (2) over a circle of 500 km diameter. ‘fhis yields values for both

divergence and vorticity of 1.7X10-5 e-l. This agrees within a factor of 2

with the values for the purest cases of plateau circulation in the R@lPEX data

described in Section III.

The estimates are admittedly quite rough and not intended to represent any

simulation effort. Instead, they are presented to show ae directly as possible

that the typical heating aud coolinx of the plateau boundary layer gives rise

to the obeerved magnitude of pressure and wind which, in turn reflect the

correct magnitude of vorticity and divergence. More detailed modeling efforte

are described by Sang and Reiter (1982).

The difficulty in diagnosing the Plateau circulation can he seen by

comparing the pressure gradient drivinu force for this tiystemwith synoptic

pressure Kradienta. Above ve have eetlmated a gradient of 2 mb over a 500 km

lateral dietancem %10 1s equivalent to the weakest of synopric pressure

qradients in summer. In the presence of a front or cyclonic disturbance,

summertime prensure Rradiente are more typically 10 mb ov~r the #&me diotance

while a storm in wifiterwill be double the value. Hence the local forcing can

rnnge from one half the total forcing down to a 10% perturbation. In the

presence of the strong mixing, advection and alteration of the diurnal
.

heatinU/coolinR by cloude and widespread precipitation that occur in miuratory

synoptic aystemn, it to likely that the local forcing would he further
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diminished. ThUe, it appears that the plateau circulation can be expected to

be a mjor factor in Rocky Mountain transport wind fields only in favorable

periods in the summer.

III. Analysis of Data

A. Calculation of Divergence and Vorticity

A line integral method for estimating divergence and vorticity was

introduced by Ceaelski and Sapp (1975) and applied by Schaefer and Doewell

(1979) and; more recently, by Shapiro and Zamora (1984). In this method the

integrals:

(1)

(2)

are evaluated around the minimum geometry for a closed curve, a tr!angle. In

(l)and (2), A 18 the area enclosed by the path c, Vn and Vp are the velocity

components normal to and parallel to the path, mu! da IS an increment of the

curve c. Fig. 4 shows the array of trianglem created from the available wind

stations for the Auguet 1985 period from the R(RIPEX datn set. Since each

triangle yielde an entimate of 1)and c the calculation produces a field of

divergence and vorticity for eAch time period. In most 0? the analy~im

described below the mpatial sverngem of D and c are umd. Two periodn; were
.

eelected for analysis based on the completeness of the data recordn; July 10-20
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and August El-September7. Hourly values of divergence and vorticity were

calculated.

One of our objectives is to look for diurnal variation in the area-

averaged divergence and vorticity. In the absence of disturbance by migratory

synoptic ecale clrculatlons, the expected pattern of the plateau circulation ie

inflow or convergence during the clayand outflow or divergence at night. The

time and space scale of the convergence-divergencecycle Is large enough to

●xpect an influence of the Corlolis force some would also expect cyclonic

circulation in the daytime with anticyclonic circulation ak night.

R. Interpretationof the Time Series

Figure 5 presents time series plots of the spatial mean convergence and

vorticity patterns. Although there appear to be diurnal variations it is clear

that there is variability on

26, 27, 30 and September

pattern in both dynamical

other time scales. July 12, 15, 16 and 20; Aug ●

2 appear to offer the cleareat cases of a diurnal

parameters. The other days are all strongly

ir,fluenced by other circulations. There also appears to be a phase shift in

which the vorticity lags the divergence by about three hours. We must keep in

mind that Figure 4 refers to the mean properties over the entire observational

array. There are many cases where the plateau circulation Is dominant over the

southern portion of the array while synoptic winds predominate In the north.

In order to look more specifically for the diurnal cycle in the somewhat
..

noisy time aerles of Fig. 4 we ueed a Fast Fourier transform calculation to

produce the power spectra of Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 displays the npectra for
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dlvergence (6a) and vorticity (6b) for the l(kday July period while Figs. 7a,b

~how the same quantities for a thirty day August-Sept. period. The dominant

feature of each of the spectra Is the peak at the diurnal frequency of

‘5 Hz IS most likely theI.16x10-5 Hz. An apparent secondary peak at 2.5xlO

result of the nonsinusoldal shape of the dominant diurnal cycle being expressed

in ainuaoidal baala functions.

The August record ahowa a broad secondary ❑aximum at a period of 4-5 daya

that cloean”tappear in the July record. We auepect that this is the synoptic

scale variation. The August record ia barely long enough to suggest this

spectral feature and the July record clearly ia too short. Reiterating, the

mafior featurea that appear in the power spectra of divergence and vorticlty

time aeriea are distinct peaka at, the diurnal frequency. These dynamical

parar,etera are exhibiting the day to night reveraala auggented by the plateau

circulation hypotheaia.

r4. Time and Space Dependence

Figures 8 and 9 present patterna of divergence and vorticity,

respectively, for a 27 hour period identified aa a caae of good plateau

circulation on July 19-20, 1985. Anticyclonlc and diverflent circulation are

denoted ae light at~ppled areaa. ‘lliere are several points to make regarding

the patterna.

1. There are no pure reqion-wide patterna of all one aenee. There are

pockets of divergence in predominantly converging flow and vice-versa.
.

The name holds for vorticity.
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2. The area coverage for divergence (anticyclonic vorticity) inciudea

most of the area at night and shrinks to a minor coverage during the

day.

3. There is a meaeure of continuity in

time although there are exceptions.

the evolution of the patterns with

4. ThisIcase is dominated by strong nocturnal divergence in the northeast

corner of the grid. ‘l’hisis not true of other cases. This area

received heavy rainfall Auring the afternoon thunderstormsand could

be a source of strong evaporative cooling at night.

IV. Conclusions

Early results from analysis of the RNPEX data set suggest that a plateau

circulation with characteristic dimeneiont3 of 500 km is a factor in the

summertime wind fields over Colorado, Wyoming and New t4exico. Also, the

deployment of aenaors in exposed locations on mountain peaks appeare to yield a

representative sample of the regional scale circulation reflected in reasonable

temporal and epatial patterns of derived quantities. The kinematic flow

properties of divergence and vorticity are excellent diagnostics for

interpreting the plateau circulation in the ROMPEX data set. Both parameters

exhibit a clear diurnal variability as well as a sugflested synoptic scale

variability. The phase of the variations as well as the amplitudes are

consistent with estimates based on the thermal forcing and resulting pressure

fields. A comparison of forces suggests that the plateau circulation can

represent everything from a dominance of the observed wind (when synoptic

gradients are very weak) to an insignificarit perturbationunder viflorous
.

synoptic flow.
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The practical implications of the circulation are significant. An in the

caae of the Piceance llaeinobeiervationadeacrlbed in Section 1, transport winde

can be in the opposite direction to those indicated by synoptic analysis

exclusive of the circulation domain. The diurnal reversal characteristic

suggests that pollutant plumes may pass a particular location more than once.

The majority of caaes exhibit spatial structure in the convergence field.

Although the mean value for a particular day ❑ay represent convergence, for

example, there are persistent and sometimes migratory pockets of divergence in

the observation array. It is tempting to speculate on the relationshipof such

space-time variations to the vigor of mountain thundershowers. Those of us who

live in the mountains often observe quite abrupt changes in the character of

the local thunderstorm environment as if an extensive field of deep convection

were squelched by a somewhat sudden subsidence. I will suggest that some

important variation in the precipitation patterne and auhaequent deposition

patterns in summer depend on the p’.ateaucirculation.

The results from ROHPEX are demonstrating quite clear evidence of a

component of the wind field that exhibits properties of the plateau circulation

postulated by Reiter and Tang. It is appropriate to devise more elaborate

experiment that ❑ay rely on vertical soundinRs 0[ wind and temperature and,

perhaps tracer teleaeea. I encourage the continued effort in modeling the

system that la currently under way at Colorado State University.

.
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Figurea

1. Estimated 850 mb wind fields at a) 0500 MST and b) 1700 MST derived from

the height fieldn described by Reiter and Tang (1984).

2. Comparison of observed low level wind direction at a Piceance Baein mite

with direction eetimated from Rieter and Tang for the appropriate

location.

3. Schematic diagram of the thermal inequalities that drive the plateau

circulation.

4. Diagram of the network of ROPIPEXstations in Colorado and New !4exicoand

the triangles eelected for ●stimating divergence antivorticity.

5. Time neriee of space-averaged divergence and vorticity from the ROMPEX

netwtirk.

6. Spectra of a) Divergence and b) vorticity for a 10-day July 1985 period.

7. Spectra of a) Divergence and h) vorticity for a 30-day August-September.

1985 period.

8a-flj. (top) Divergelwe patternn at three-hour intervals for a 27-hour case

during strong diurnal influence. Li#ht stippled arean are diverRnnt while

dark ehadinR in convergence. Contours are at vnluea of 1 x 10-4 0-l.

9a-9j. (bottom) Vorticity patterne corresponding to Fig. 8. Light stippling

reprcaente anticyclonic vorticity. Contourn are at values of

1 x 1(’)-4~-l,
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